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A centrosymmetric multilayer stack of two transparent materials, which is embedded in a high-index prism,
can function as a complete-transmission quarter-wave or half-wave retarder (QWR or HWR) under conditions
of frustrated total internal reflection. The multilayer consists of a high-index center layer sandwiched between
two identical low-index films with high-index–low-index bilayers repeated on both sides of the central trilayer,
maintaining the symmetry of the entire stack and constituting a QWR (�t=90° or 270°) or HWR ��t=180° � in
transmission. A QWR design at wavelength �=1.55 �m is presented that employs an 11-layer stack of Si and
SiO2 thin films, which is embedded in a GaP cube prism. The intensity transmittances for the p and s polar-
izations remain �99% and �t deviates from 90° by �±3° over a 100 nm spectral bandwidth �1.5��
�1.6 �m�, and by �±7° over an internal field view of ±1° (incidence angle 44° ��0�46° inside the prism). An
HWR design at �=1.55 �m employs seven layers of Si and SiO2 thin films embedded in a Si cube, has an av-
erage transmittance �93%, and �t that differs from 180° by �±0.3° over a 100 nm bandwidth �1.5��
�1.6 �m� and by �±17° over an internal field view of ±1°. The sensitivity of these devices to film-thickness
errors is also considered. © 2007 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 120.2130, 260.5430, 230.5440.

1. INTRODUCTION
Quarter-wave and half-wave retarders (QWR and HWR)
are widely used for the control and analysis of polarized
light with numerous applications [1,2]. The desired differ-
ential phase shift between two orthogonal linear polariza-
tions is commonly obtained when light is transmitted
through a natural crystalline or form-birefringent plate or
by total internal reflection in the presence or absence of
thin films [3–7]. External-reflection retarders that use
transparent single or multilayer thin films on high-
reflectance substrates have also been introduced [8–13].

Transparent multilayer thin films deposited on a trans-
parent substrate can provide QWR in transmission at ob-
lique incidence in air [14]. Ninety-degree transmission
differential phase shift is also obtained by using light in-
terference in a tilted bilayer membrane at a high angle of
incidence, but with unequal throughput for the p and s
polarizations [15]. Transmission multilayer phase retard-
ers in the soft-x-ray region (in which all thin film and sub-
strate materials are absorbing) have also been described
[16,17]. Finally, circular polarization beam splitters with
dual QWR in reflection and transmission have been re-
ported recently that use frustrated total internal reflec-
tion (FTIR) by an embedded low-index film or a symmet-
ric trilayer [18,19].

In this paper we demonstrate that a QWR or HWR can
be achieved by using near-complete optical tunneling of

both p and s-polarized light at oblique incidence by means
of a transparent centrosymmetric multilayer stack, which
is embedded in a high-index prism, with good spectral re-
sponse (over a 100 nm bandwidth in the near IR) and lim-
ited angular sensitivity.

The design procedure is outlined in Section 2. Spectral,
angular, and film-thickness sensitivity of QWR and HWR
that use centrosymmetric stacks of SiO2–Si thin films
embedded in a high-index prism are considered in Sec-
tions 3 and 4, respectively. Section 5 gives a brief sum-
mary of the paper.

2. DESIGN PROCEDURE
Consider a centrosymmetric multilayer stack, Fig. 1,
which consists of a central symmetric trilayer structure
(center layer of high refractive index n2 and normalized
thickness z2, sandwiched between two identical thin films
of low refractive index n1 and normalized thickness z1)
and low-index �n1�–high-index �n2� bilayers that are re-
peated symmetrically on both sides of the central unit.
The entire multilayer stack is embedded in a high-index
prism of refractive index n0. The normalized thickness zi
of the ith film is defined by

zi = di/Di, �1�

where di is the metric film thickness, and
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Di = �/4ni, i = 1,2,3, . . . ,m, �2�

is the quarter-wave film thickness at normal incidence, �
is the vacuum wavelength of light, and m is the odd num-

ber of layers. All media are assumed to be homogeneous,
transparent, optically isotropic, and separated by
parallel-plane boundaries.

The complex-amplitude transmission and reflection co-
efficients T� and R� ��=p ,s� of the multilayer stack for the
p and s polarizations at an internal angle of incidence �0
are determined by the scattering matrix method [20].
Given an all-transparent structure, the condition

�R��2 + �T��2 = 1, � = p,s, �3�

is satisfied. To achieve a QWR and HWR with essentially
complete transmission for the p and s polarizations, the
equations

Tp ± jTs = 0 �QWR�, �4�

Tp + Ts = 0 �HWR� �5�

are solved numerically by iteration on the film thick-
nesses subject to the constraint that

�Rp�2 = �Rs�2 � 0. �6�

In our thin-film optics calculations we follow the Ne-
braska (Muller) conventions [21]. In evaluating the
Fresnel interface reflection coefficients for the p and s po-
larizations and the complex exponential functions of film
thickness, only physically meaningful square roots should
be selected to avoid erroneous results [22,23].

Fig. 1. Embedded multilayer thin-film transmission device that
operates under conditions of FTIR. p and s are the linear polar-
izations parallel and perpendicular to the plane of incidence, re-
spectively, and �0 is the angle of incidence. This near-complete-
transmission QWR or HWR transforms incident linearly
polarized light (LPL) at 45° azimuth into circularly polarized
light (CPL) or linearly polarized light at −45° azimuth, respec-
tively, depending on the parameters of the multilayer stack and
angle of incidence.

Fig. 2. Panels A1, A2 and B1, B2 show the spectral and angular sensitivities, respectively, of a QWR cube design that operates at �
=1.55 �m and �0=45°. The design uses an 11-layer stack of Si �n0=3.4777� and SiO2 �n1=1.4444� thin films embedded in a high-index
GaP �n2=3.0535� prism. The thicknesses of the SiO2 and Si thin films are 17.5 and 67.1 nm, respectively. Both the p and s transmittances
�Tp�2 and �Ts�2 and the differential transmission phase shift �t are represented.
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3. INFRARED QUARTER-WAVE RETARDER
USING EMBEDDED SiO2–Si MULTILAYER
STACK IN GaP PRISM
A specific QWR cube design ��0=45° � at the light-wave
communications wavelength of �=1.55 �m uses an 11-
layer centrosymmetric stack of Si �n2=3.4777� and SiO2
�n1=1.4444� thin films embedded in a high-index GaP
�n0=3.0535� prism. (The refractive indices of GaP and Si
are calculated to four decimal places by using published
dispersion relations [24]; those of SiO2 are obtained from
[25].) The angle of incidence ��0=45° � is above the critical
angle of the 0–1 interface ��crit=28.23° �, so that FTIR
takes place. The solution that we obtain for the normal-
ized and metric film thicknesses is

�z1,z2� = �0.0651, 0.6019�,

�d1,d2� = �17.5, 67.1� nm. �7�

With these design parameters we calculate �Tp�2= �Ts�2
=0.9999 and �t=90.00°.

It is of interest to consider the spectral and angular
sensitivities of the above QWR design. For the spectral
sensitivity, the film thicknesses d1=17.5 nm, d2
=67.1 nm and the angle of incidence �0=45° are kept con-
stant, and the wavelength � is scanned over a 100 nm
range from 1.5 to 1.6 �m. The dispersion of all materials
in this spectral region is accounted for [24,25]. For the
angle sensitivity, the film thicknesses d1=17.5 nm, d2
=67.1 nm and the wavelength �=1.55 �m are kept con-
stant, and the internal angle of incidence �0 is varied by
±1°.

Panel A1 of Fig. 2 shows that �Tp�2 and �Ts�2 remain
�99.75% over the 100 nm spectral region with a locally
flat maximum (100% transmission) at the design wave-
length �=1.55 �m; hence the amplitude diattenuation in
transmission is �0.2%. Panel A2 of Fig. 2 shows that the
differential phase shift �t deviates from 90° by �±3° over
the 100 nm spectral range. Panels B1 and B2 of Fig. 2
show �Tp�2, �Ts�2, and �t as functions of the angle of inci-
dence �0. �Tp�2 and �Ts�2 remain high ��99.4% �, while �t
deviates from 90° by �±7° for ±1° change in the internal
angle of incidence around �0=45°. Note, however, that
the field of view of the QWR in air is wider (by a factor of
�3) if light refraction from air to GaP at the entrance face
of the prism is accounted for by using Snell’s law.

We now consider the sensitivity of this QWR to film-
thickness errors by keeping the wavelength �=1.55 �m
and angle of incidence �0=45° constant and varying the
thickness di of the ith film �i=1,2, . . . ,11� by ±5% around
its design value. (The layers are numbered starting from
the film adjacent to the medium of incidence.) The result-
ing small shifts in the transmittances �Tp�2 and �Ts�2
(which are parabolic) and in the differential phase shift �t
(which are linear) are represented in Fig. 3. The left Pan-
els A1, A2, and A3 of Fig. 3 show the effect of thickness
errors of the odd-numbered low-index �SiO2� films,
whereas the right Panels B1, B2, and B3 show the effect
of errors in thickness of the even-numbered high-index
(Si) films. Because of the symmetry of the design stack,
thickness errors for films that are symmetrically located
above and below the center layer (e.g., 1 and 11, 2 and 10,
and 3 and 9) produce identical shifts in the retarder’s re-
sponse. The effect of simultaneous errors of thickness of

Fig. 3. Panels A1, A2, A3 and B1, B2, B3 show the sensitivities of the QWR cube design that operates at �=1.55 �m and �0=45° to
errors of thickness of the odd- and even-numbered films, respectively. Both the p and s transmittances �Tp�2 and �Ts�2 and the differential
transmission phase shift �t are represented in this figure. The design uses an 11-layer stack of Si �n2=3.4777� and SiO2 �n1=1.4444� thin
films embedded in a high-index GaP �n0=3.0535� prism. The thicknesses of the SiO2 and Si thin films are changed by ±5% around the
design values of 17.5 and 67.1 nm, respectively.
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all films can be determined, to first order in retardance or
second order in transmittance, by superposition using the
results shown in Fig. 3.

4. INFRARED HALF-WAVE RETARDER
USING EMBEDDED SiO2–Si MULTILAYER
STACK IN Si PRISM
An HWR cube design at �=1.55 �m uses a centrosymmet-
ric seven-layer stack of Si �n2=3.4777� and SiO2 �n1
=1.4444� thin films embedded in a high-index Si �n0
=3.4777� prism. (Bulk and thin-film Si are assumed to
have the same refractive index.) The angle of incidence
��0=45° � is above the critical angle of the 0–1 interface
��crit=24.54° �; hence FTIR takes place. The solution for
the normalized and metric film thicknesses is

�z1,z2� = �0.1641, 2.0013�,

�d1,d2� = �44.0, 223.0� nm. �8�

With these design parameters we achieve �Tp�2= �Ts�2
=0.9999 and �t=179.98°.

Figure 4 shows the spectral and angular sensitivities of
the HWR design. The dispersion of Si and SiO2 in the
100 nm spectral region is accounted for [24,25]. Panel A1
of Fig. 4 shows that �Tp�2 and �Ts�2 remain �91% over the
100 nm spectral region with a locally flat maximum
�=100% � at the design wavelength �=1.55 �m. The am-
plitude diattenuation is �3%. Panel A2 of Fig. 4 shows
that �t deviates from 180° by �±0.3° over the 100 nm
spectral range. Panels B1 and B2 of Fig. 4 show �Tp�2,
�Ts�2, and �t as functions of �0. �Ts�2 remains high

��98% �, whereas �Tp�2 dips to 87.5%, as the angle of inci-
dence is changed by ±1°. The differential transmission
phase shift �t deviates from 180° by �±17° ��10% � for
±1° change in the internal angle of incidence around �0
=45°. The field of view of the HWR in air is wider (by a
factor of �3.5) if the refraction of light from air to Si at
the entrance face of the prism is accounted for.

The sensitivity of this HWR design to film-thickness er-
rors is considered by holding the wavelength �=1.55 �m
and angle of incidence �0=45° constant and by varying
each film thickness di �i=1,2, . . . ,7� by ±5% around its
design values. The resulting shifts in the transmittances
�Tp�2 and �Ts�2 (which are parabolic) are represented by
panels A1 and B1 of Fig. 5, and the corresponding shifts
in the differential phase shift �t (which are linear) are
shown in panels A2 and B2 of Fig. 5. Given the symmetry
of the design stack, errors of thickness of films that are
symmetrically located on opposite sides of the center
layer produce identical effects. The result of introducing
simultaneous errors in the thicknesses of all films can be
determined, to first order in retardance and second order
in transmittance, by superposition using the results
shown in Fig. 5.

5. SUMMARY
We have demonstrated that optical tunneling by an em-
bedded centrosymmetric multilayer structure under FTIR
conditions can achieve a QWR or HWR with near-
complete transmission for p- and s-polarized light and
with good spectral response and limited angular sensitiv-
ity. The sensitivity of these devices to film-thickness er-
rors is also considered.

Fig. 4. Panels A1, A2 and B1, B2 show the spectral and angular sensitivities, respectively, of an HWR cube design that operates at �
=1.55 �m and �0=45° and that uses a centrosymmetric seven-layer stack of Si �n2=3.4777� and SiO2 �n1=1.4444� thin films embedded
in a Si prism �n0=3.4777�. The design thicknesses of the SiO2 and Si thin films are 44.0 nm and d2=223.0 nm, respectively. Both the p
and s transmittances �Tp�2 and �Ts�2 and the differential transmission phase shift �t are represented.
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Both total internal reflection at interfaces and light in-
terference in thin films play a role in making these de-
vices possible. It is also the combination of these effects
that has made a new class of high-performance polarizing
beam splitters possible [26,27]. In general, we find a
trade-off between the requirements of attaining a good
spectral response and that of attaining a good angular re-
sponse. For example, quasi-monochromatic QWR and
HWR designs with a significantly improved field of view
are obtained that are not reported here.
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